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80% of the time humans make choices based on System 1.

ANCHORING: we use the first bit of information to
make subsequent judgements

RULE OF THUMB: a rough and ready workable approach
based on little or no information

CONFIRMATION BIAS: we seek out information which 
confirms our beliefs.

2/3 of Americans obtain their news from social media.

Facebook, WhatsApp and Twitter
create groups of like minded people which leads to confirmation bias.
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People value losses 2.5x more than gains

This is why some people find it difficult
to sell their house: they see an offer as a loss.

And why Government finds it difficult to reduce
any kind of benefit



THE DEFINITION OF VALUE ADDED

SALES 
REVENUE

ALL PAID 
INVOICES

PROFIT AFTER TAX 
AND INTEREST WAGES AND SALARIES

This is Nominal Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

50-90% produced by businesses employing fewer than 200 
people in most countries. Circa 57% in UK.
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SHORT RUN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

MONEY multiplied by VELOCITY

is driven by the flow of spending

NOMINAL GDP
95% manufactured 

by commercial 
banks

Determined by interest rates, the media, 
the weather, house prices but above all 

CONFIDENCE

Banks manufacture money when they make 
a loan(bank credit)and can  destroy money 
when a loan is paid down.
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FEEDBACK LOOPS

The economy is driven by positive feedback all the time:

A small change becomes magnified by the systemic response

There is no such thing as a stable economy

The media is a major cause of instability



Feedback loops between mortgage credit and house prices       can 
amplify to create a severe downturn

shock

no deal exit March 2019
sterling collapses

house price
falls

wealth falls fear and 
increased savings

retail sales 
collapse

banks reduce mortgage
lending so money supply

slows 

fire sales

such as



The economy has underperformed since the referendum



Today’s money supply determines nominal GDP in one to two years time



The UK pipeMoney in

RPI 2.7%  M4 2.1%

+0.6 Real GDP +0.6

The UK Economy pipe





UK consumer borrowing excluding mortgages 



UK RPI forecast



CFOs are reacting to a weaker domestic outlook with a sharper focus on cost control and building up cash. 
UK corporates are placing as much emphasis on defensive balance sheet strategies as they did during the height 
of the euro crisis and immediately after the euro area referendum. 
Source: Deloittes June 2018



Key indicator number 1

The money supply 

M1 is cash and current accounts

M3 is bank deposits in most countries 

M4 is bank and building society deposits in the UK

A bank deposit is an electronic number created
by the act of lending 

Debt and money are two sides of the same coin



There is never a consistent fit between money supply 
and GDP because velocity moves all the time

Velocity is driven by emotion which is in turn driven by the media

There are two good indicators of velocity

Retail sales inc. online 40% of GDP

The Purchasing Managers Index (PMI)



Retail sales are volatile due to weather,
media commentary and the timing of Easter!

The trend depends on incomes and credit growth



UK GDP and the all sector PMI



UK All sector PMI

Dec





The third indicator is the relative exchange rate

The exchange rate determines exporters and importers
profit margins and has a significant impact on domestic inflation



What determines the exchange rate of a large open economy?

relative interest rates

relative exchange rates relative inflation rates

expectations

geo-politics

NB 96% of all currency trades through London are speculative
the weakness of sterling is due to a strong dollar and expectations of higher US

interest rates



UK current account: circa £80Bn of financing required each year

primary income is net investment income
secondary income is net Government transfers i.e. aid, military bases overseas



Current estimates for the next 12 months are

1.10-1.40

£/Euro

1.07-1.22

$/£



The fourth indicator is the price of oil
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Oil price up
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OIL price shocks increase the probability of a recession to 90% within 18 months

Oil price down
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2018
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The fifth indicator is US interest rates



Demand for Truck Capacity Soars USA

Average salary 2015: $40k, now $78k



The USA is heading for a recession mid 2020



And the final indicator is large companies increasing their cash
balances usually by delaying payments to smaller companies

This is happening now in the UK



The Conference Board is a not for profit association of business owners and managers



All the indicators point to a sharp slowdown and possibly a recession
in the next 18 months

But how severe will it be?



The British have more of their wealth tied up in real estate than any
other G7 country. Since 1972 the British have viewed a house

as a financial asset and its perceived value is a big influence on confidence
and retail spending 

80% of British bank lending is for real estate

Banks are tightening their lending criteria led by Barclays. 

The good news is the proportion of high loan to value lending 
is the lowest since 1982
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The perceived value of a house drives retail sales
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Help to buy announced

monthly house price % change
Source: land registry
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The UK would immediately become a third country

British exports would have to be checked at EU entry points resulting
in long queues 

There would be significant disruption of just in time supply chains 

Consumer spend would collapse as individuals conserve cash

NO DEAL BREXIT





Currently the UK has 50 
Free Trade Agreements, with another

40 in the pipeline.
These are negotiated by the EU on our behalf.

If they cannot be cut and pasted, 
we start from the beginning.

The average time to agree
a trade deal is 4.5 years

Canada EU took 7 years



Our tariffs with Europe are currently zero on everything.
Brexiters insist that if we fail to get a deal with Brussels, we can unilaterally decide to keep our tariffs where they are 

and demand that they do the same. 
But Most Favoured Nation means that we would have to eradicate all our tariffs for every other country on earth, from 

Afghanistan to Zimbabwe.

Assume the UK reverts to WTO on 29 March 2019 

British agriculture would collapse. Cheap food would flood in from around the world, leaving domestic producers 
unable to compete. Some of them might be able to carve out a niche in the upper end of the market by focusing 
on quality. Others would diversify. But most would struggle to make it, especially after European subsidies dry up 
and tariff walls went up against their exports. Similar things would happen, to a lesser but very meaningful extent, 

in manufacturing.



Estimates of top ten losers with WTO tariffs

Source : Civitas



i.e. the proportion of sector 
activity connected with the EU

proportion of eu
workers

Source : KPMG
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UK Real GDP Scenarios
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Conclusion

No deal Brexit will cause a recession

A soft Brexit with a two or three year transition period
where the UK tries to agree a free trade deal with the EU(Canada plus)

will avoid recession but the UK will underperform the G7

Global growth will be weakened by trade wars and expensive oil 
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